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Hello, My Name Is

Chris Keller, K0SWE

I got my license in April 2019, so it’s less than a year old. Previously in the Army 
Signal Corps doing IT and VHF radios. Day job is software engineering.



Let me tell you a story...

Rather than just show you a gadget, let me tell you how I got there. This is my journey 
into Winlink.



Dirty 30

I was working at the Dirty 30 race last year (2019), and was impressed by the concept 
of radio email. (Pictured are Gary Freeman KD0SQA and Ben Matthews KC2VJW.)



Let’s Do This!

My license is 2 months old and I have my trusty Baofeng, what do I do next?



● Big - not portable
● Expensive
● Antiquated

Traditional TNCs

The biggest hurdle to Winlink is getting a packet TNC. The canonical answer to TNC 
is Kantronics, SCS or AEA, but those are expensive - more expensive than any of the 
radios I had a the time! They also seem antiquated, like 56K modems: I haven’t used 
those in >15 years.



● Sound card TNC - complicated
● Radio with built-in TNC - awesome, but breaks the budget

Alternative TNCs

Sound card interfaces seemed complicated as a beginner, and radios with built-in 
TNCs were also expensive.



Do I have to use Windows?

I’m very much a nerd and primarily run Linux on most of my computers. I avoid 
Microsoft Windows whenever I can: real, virtual machine or emulated. That means I’d 
like to avoid the default client software, Winlink Express.



PiGate

I ran across PiGate, which put forward the idea of a Raspberry Pi with an integrated 
Coastal Chipworks TNC-Pi 2 as an EMCOMM solution. Pros: inexpensive, Raspberry 
Pi, usable from browser, non-Windows. I bought the hardware, but...



Unfortunately...

PiGate client image can’t be put on an RPi 3B+ (what I had). Mark Griffith KD0QYN 
says (my paraphrasing) that PiGate is slowly dying. PiGate is based on the 
SquirrelMail web UI, which in turn is based on PHP 5, which is End Of Life.



So...

Can I build a new PiGate based on the same hardware?

I now have the hardware and it’s relatively sound, can I find replacement software?



Pat

Pat is one of the only Winlink clients that runs natively on Linux & RPi (other is 
paclink-unix, which I haven’t tried). Pat is open source, written in Golang (and I’ve 
contributed). Supports AX.25, ARDOP, PACTOR, WINMOR, rig control; Linux, Mac, 
Windows natively; CLI and web UI!

http://getpat.io/
https://github.com/la5nta/pat


The result: PiPat!

Caveat: I’m not the first person to put Pat in an RPi, use it with a TNC-Pi, and 
probably not even the first to use WiFi Access Point mode with that combo.

I just gave it a name and wrote up a reference design.

Raspberry Pi + Pi-TNC 2 + Pat + WiFi AP = PiPat

https://www.k0swe.radio/pipat
https://www.k0swe.radio/pipat


Tour of PiPat



Try it out

On any laptop, smartphone or tablet:

WiFi Network SSID: 

WiFi Network Password: 

Point a browser at: 

PiPat

HelloWinlink

http://198.168.4.1:8080

Feel free to write a couple of emails for the outbox while we’re talking. I’ll send them 
later.



Use cases

● Cheap way to start with AX.25 and Winlink
● Experimenter platform
● In EMCOMM, deploy at an aid shelter for general public

● EOC? Winlink Express replacement?
○ Not quite there… but I’d like to get it there



Using PiPat

TNC-Pi can interface with almost any VHF/UHF radio, even a Baofeng UV-5R. When 
the Raspberry Pi starts up, it looks for “home” WiFi networks, and if it doesn’t find 
them, it starts up its own WiFi AP. Any device with WiFi and a browser can connect, 
read and compose emails and initiate send/receive.



Cost effective!

Raspberry Pi: $40 TNC-Pi 2: $40 Baofeng: $20

Complete Winlink-capable station: $100

Not that I recommend using a Baofeng, but you can! Still need an RPi power adapter, 
TNC-to-radio cable, etc., but this still beats $300 for a Kantronics TNC by itself, and 
more portable.



Problem: Time

Raspberry Pi doesn’t include an RTC, which makes email timestamps and system 
logs wrong.
Solution: Use an add-on RTC module, or GPS.

https://www.adafruit.com/product/4282
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B008200LHW/


Problem: Position Reports

Pat could do position reports using browser location API on a phone, but that got 
killed by tighter browser security. It could do reports from GPS, but only from 
command line.
Solution: Put in a feature request to do GPS position reports in web UI, and someone 
wrote it!

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B008200LHW/


Demo time



Considering building your own?

Hopefully I’ve convinced you that this is a fun platform to play with, and like Baofeng 
radios, it’s almost too cheap to not have one.



Woops!

This whole presentation I’ve been extolling the virtues of the Coastal Chipworks 
TNC-Pi. However, in November 2019, Coastal Chipworks stopped taking orders; 
January 2020, they announced that the business has closed. John Hansen W2FS has 
retired citing health issues. Might be available from MFJ in the future.



Alternate TNC Options 

I’ve tried:

● SignaLink USB & Direwolf
● Mobilinkd TNC3 (only got USB to work so far, not Bluetooth)
● Kenwood TM-D710G

Other possibilities:

● TARPN Nino TNC (similar price point to TNC-Pi)
● AEA, SCS, Kantronics

As long as it interfaces with libax25 and your radio, it should work

http://www.tigertronics.com/slusbmain.htm
https://github.com/wb2osz/direwolf
https://store.mobilinkd.com/products/mobilinkd-tnc3
http://tarpn.net/t/nino-tnc/nino-tnc.html


Questions?

https://www.k0swe.radio/pipat

Thanks!

73 de K0SWE

Say “PiPat” fast enough, you get “pipe hat.”


